1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to present several new inequalities for elementary symmetric functions and exploit these to investigate the inequalities that exist among the eigenvalues of submatrices and sums of positive definite hermitian (p.d.h.) matrices.
We describe our notation : (a) = (au ■ ■ • , a") will denote an »-tuple of positive numbers, (a/) is the (n-l)-tuple obtained by deleting a< from (a). Er (1) is implied by (3) so we assume r<k. Using (2) with both s = p and s = £ + l (1) is seen to be equivalent to
Cn + 1 -r r \ k+1 <-r-T-pr-1-r-Z<ln+lPr-l\ =R.
( » + l «+1 ;
By (4) with a = p\,r the right-hand side of (5) L.
This proves the inequality. The inequality is strict in (3) and hence in our arguments unless Oi= • • • =an = pl=an+i, completing the proof. Proof. 2. In this argument we show that the right-hand side of (1) is a convex function of a"+i with at most one critical value in a"+i>0.
Let x = o"+i and set <i>(x) = Pr /pl+i.
Since <p(x) is of the form (x+a)*+1/(x+o)r to within a positive constant multiple and k>r (k = r is again an application of (3)) we can check that (b"(x) > 0 for x = 0 and hence <p(x) is convex. Thus it suffices to show that 
Taking natural logarithms of both sides and expanding, (9) is immediately implied by r<K. We next see that 0'(xo)=O and xo^O
and hence <t>(Xo) = (pkr/prk)(prr-l/pr~1) r O + l)(n + 1 -r) -r(n -k)(pr-1/pr)(pk+l/pk)lk+1-r 1 (n+l)(k+l-r) J By (3) it suffices to show that the quantity in the square brackets is greater than 1. This is equivalent to The inequality (12) can be derived in the same way as (11) was from (3) with s = n and t= 1. 
It might be conjectured that Theorem 2 follows from the Cauchy inequalities [l, p. 75]. However a proof via this route is made difficult by the fact that pr/pl is not an increasing function.
In [5] it was proved that £r/£r_i and E//T are both concave functions for positive variables. We extend these results as follows. Proof. Take k = n in Theorem 4.
